View the complete version: Tech Weekend, Early September

Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 24-06-2010 09:18:59
Well, some of you may know that we (Mrs MudSurfette) and I moved to Wales earlier this year, to a little place with a nice
little garden and we also have a sproglet due in November.
To celebrate these two events, I'd like to organise a tech weekend to take place in the garden, you are welcome to camp,
bring BBQs, beer etc, dogs are welcome as long as they don't kill our 4, and given that we live about 10 mins from Llandrinio
(the steep end of the Wayfarer, Whitestones, etc. there's plenty of lanes to choose from too...
I'll need to find a good date as I'm sure Mrs G and I will be dogging some most weekends, but we'll get one agreed early
September and post it up.
Let me know who wants to come for a day, two days, one night, two nights?
We only have one loo in the house, and no portaloos but there are two pubs down the road....and a field.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 24-06-2010 09:59:45
Me and ed , mr and ed.
Oooohhhhh we can bring our own loo, tent and toilet roll.
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 24-06-2010 10:03:50
Of courth thir, jutht ath long ath you don't go waking me up at 5 am again....
Posted by: Apache
Date: 24-06-2010 11:17:11
I'd probably come in my gaymobile, if I'd be welcome. I like a good 'camp' around that time of year :)
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 24-06-2010 11:22:14
MudSurfer wrote:
Of courth thir, jutht ath long ath you don't go waking me up at 5 am again....
Well ith good practith for a thpoglet thir....
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 24-06-2010 11:37:47
so does this mean we can finaly put this winch bracket to rest. :D or do you have other plans now.
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 25-06-2010 09:28:42
surfenstein wrote:

so does this mean we can finaly put this winch bracket to rest. :D or do you have other plans
now.
Yes - let's get it on (and we can fit the winch when we're done with each other :) )
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 28-06-2010 22:24:13
How does the second weekend in September sound to you? And Andy - you can bring your fag mobile, but I can't be held
responsible for it getting stuck on the drive, never mind the field...
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 28-06-2010 22:29:43
Bugger i've just booked the 5th off .......................(hoping to have the first gen back on the road by then , and
subject to melons approval) ........ confirm a date and i see if i can make it :D
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 05-07-2010 18:31:44
Any takers?
Posted by: Hiroler
Date: 05-07-2010 21:27:07
I'm in I'm bound to brake something between now and then !!
Posted by: Growler
Date: 05-07-2010 21:32:12
Hiroler wrote:
I'm in I'm bound to brake something between now and then !!
Think you already have with the fluid stains you left on my drive last week :(
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 06-07-2010 10:04:33
Growler wrote:
Hiroler wrote:
I'm in I'm bound to brake something between now and then !!
Think you already have with the fluid stains you left on my drive last week :(
Ewwwwwwww.........
You two should have gone indoors for that!
Posted by: Hiroler
Date: 06-07-2010 22:09:27
Yeah it's leaking ATF and power steering fluid it the moment need to get that sorted as I'm redoing the drive at the moment
and it could result in bad times for the surf it it leaks on the new drive!!!
Posted by: Apache
Date: 06-07-2010 22:32:15

Andy, yes if I'm free I'll be there to drink, barbecue and drink some more. I'll do short trips down the lanes to remind you
lot what it feels like to travel faster than continental drift :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 07-07-2010 06:32:17
Apache wrote:
Andy, yes if I'm free I'll be there to drink, barbecue and drink some more. I'll do short trips down the
lanes to remind you lot what it feels like to travel faster than continental drift :D
Just keep that gaymobile to the left...there's gonna be a lexurf coming past... :D
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 07-07-2010 11:27:08
gwh200 wrote:
Apache wrote:
Andy, yes if I'm free I'll be there to drink, barbecue and drink some more. I'll do
short trips down the lanes to remind you lot what it feels like to travel faster than continental drift :D
Just keep that gaymobile to the left...there's gonna be a lexurf coming past... :D
Don't try passing him with the Hummer, he will have nodded off by the time that heap has passed him
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 07-07-2010 12:28:03
gwh200 wrote:
Apache wrote:
Andy, yes if I'm free I'll be there to drink, barbecue and drink some more. I'll do
short trips down the lanes to remind you lot what it feels like to travel faster than continental drift :D
Just keep that gaymobile to the left...there's gonna be a lexurf coming past... :D
Don't chip the paint! :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 07-07-2010 13:02:33
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Apache wrote:
Andy, yes if I'm free I'll be there to drink,
barbecue and drink some more. I'll do short trips down the lanes to remind you lot what it feels like to travel
faster than
continental drift :D
Just keep that gaymobile to the left...there's gonna be a lexurf coming past... :D
Don't try passing him with the Hummer, he will have nodded off by the time that heap has passed him
Hehe...it blitzed you yesterday.... :D
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel

Date: 07-07-2010 16:24:37
gwh200 wrote:
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Just keep that gaymobile to the left...there's gonna
be a lexurf coming past... :D
Don't try passing him with the Hummer, he will have nodded off by the time that heap has passed him
Hehe...it blitzed you yesterday.... :D
all the way to the filling station :rofl:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 07-07-2010 17:37:01
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
Don't try passing him with the Hummer,
he will have nodded off by the time that heap has passed him
Hehe...it blitzed you yesterday.... :D
all the way to the filling station :rofl:
3 times to the filling station...And £200 later...Mind you, all them nectar points!
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 10-07-2010 16:51:27
So - there's Andy with his 4WD shoe......
Anyone else?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 10-07-2010 18:10:54
so when is it???
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 13-07-2010 08:51:05
1st weekend of September
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 15-07-2010 23:19:17
I'll be in StDavids. :/
Posted by: JUDWAK
Date: 16-07-2010 10:18:36
i picture you lot on these tech weekends

all in 90's clothes with ya caps turn backwards or to the side
all boping to techno music
is that what gos on
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 16-07-2010 10:52:44
Yep. Then we throw some shapes to sum bangiń choons.
Then when everyone has managed to unseize themselves after driving there, nowtgets done. Except for barbecuing, drinking
and
stealing steins gimp suit.
Posted by: The Lovely Boyo
Date: 19-07-2010 21:48:54
MudSurfer wrote:
1st weekend of September
Oh bollox, I'm away that weekend
SHYTE
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 19-07-2010 22:23:04
2nd weekend of September?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 20-07-2010 06:56:58
2nd weekend...good for me
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 20-07-2010 15:35:07
Thats buggered it up for me :whistle:
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 20-07-2010 15:44:34
Make it the last week-end, the weather will be good (it's Wales don't forget!) and I can come too. :D
Posted by: Apache
Date: 20-07-2010 17:40:47
Fine by me!
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 20-07-2010 18:35:56
I'm easy...
Go on then...you don't get a line like that often.
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 20-07-2010 21:49:49

Can't do the last weekend, we're doggin.
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 20-07-2010 22:35:20
OK, everyone post dates that are not suitable.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 20-07-2010 23:05:04
I can't do 12th September 2062. I'm due to die that day.
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 20-07-2010 23:13:30
gwh200 wrote:
I can't do 12th September 2062. I'm due to die that day.
Hey me too, do you think we'll be on the same hover train?
Posted by: chillitt
Date: 20-07-2010 23:37:36
gwh200 wrote:
I can't do 12th September 2062. I'm due to die that day.
Nor can I. I'm due to start my new job that day, driving hovertrains..
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 21-07-2010 06:31:08
gwh200 wrote:
I can't do 12th September 2062. I'm due to die that day.
Isn't that the day Yeti becomes chief maintenance engineer for the hovertrains ?
come to think of it Lurch becomes chief stewardess too :whistle:
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 26-07-2010 15:02:19
Looks like this is getting the same level of interest as the last one I tried to organise....all I want is:
TO meet up with a bunch of you again (Pre arrival of mini G)
Get my sodding winch fitted to my truck before I have to scrap it
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 26-07-2010 15:13:51
Well I want to come, but I'm not free until the 19th of September. :|
First week-end of October anyone?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 26-07-2010 19:08:01

Sounds ace. Any w/endis fine.
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 30-07-2010 21:11:03
Right - can I have a list of names please so I can pick the best weekend? Thanks.
4th September

11th September
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 30-07-2010 21:36:56
Need to get the truck through a mot first ...... but if i can get it back on the road for this the 4th would be best for me
...... but i am just a idiot
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 30-07-2010 23:29:33
MudSurfer wrote:
Right - can I have a list of names please so I can pick the best weekend? Thanks.
4th September
11th September
I did say that I'm not free until the......................
Nevermind, I understand :/
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 30-07-2010 23:30:22
Bio Hazard wrote:
...... but i am just a idiot
?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 31-07-2010 06:12:05
Bushwhacker wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
...... but i am just a idiot
?
:whistle:

Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 31-07-2010 07:44:09
Vince, you are welcome (as you all are) anytime, just give us a shout to make sure we're in and come up for the day!
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 31-07-2010 10:01:38
In that case, me and ed will come up whenever others can.
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 31-07-2010 14:12:18
gwh200 wrote:
I can't do 12th September 2062. I'm due to die that day.
That's the day before my 100th birthday.
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 04-08-2010 07:54:00
So far then,
4th is Bio Hazard, Gwaham and Ed, and me....
11th is Gwaham and Ed, and me.....
OK then.....any more?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 04-08-2010 15:52:18
MudSurfer wrote:
So far then,
4th is Bio Hazard, Gwaham and Ed, and me....
11th is Gwaham and Ed, and me.....
OK then.....any more?
Subject to sorting my own truck ...... have you kicked Mark yet??
Posted by: The Lovely Boyo
Date: 04-08-2010 20:10:17
MudSurfer wrote:
So far then,
4th is Bio Hazard, Gwaham and Ed, and me....

11th is Gwaham and Ed, and me.....
OK then.....any more?
I can do the 11th (it is still September?) all weekend
Or any other weekend
Just not the weekend of the 4th
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 04-08-2010 20:21:50
Go with boyo .....
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 05-08-2010 06:15:08
Surfenvatchfinkelstein?
Posted by: surfenstein
Date: 07-08-2010 06:24:09
oooh erm ello.i have no idea what im doing at the moment,ive got interviews coming out of my ears and depending on what
job i
get. will determine what days im free.its all a bit of a mishmash at the mo.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 07-08-2010 12:48:41
I thought rentboys were self employed. :D
Posted by: logey
Date: 14-08-2010 20:57:37
Yeti - you are not just a idiot.
You are just an idiot, is Matt on holiday?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 14-08-2010 21:07:16
on and off
Posted by: MudSurfer
Date: 27-08-2010 21:26:27
Any takers at all??? Should I just sell my winch?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 27-08-2010 21:53:52
I wish i could but the first gen is still not road worthy :(
Posted by: The Lovely Boyo
Date: 28-08-2010 20:21:55

MudSurfer wrote:
Any takers at all??? Should I just sell my winch?
Is this weekend happening or not? I've lost track! And if it is, what date?
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 29-08-2010 05:26:48
Well I'm going...whenever it is..
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 09-11-2010 20:01:50
Did you sell the winch?
Has the baby arrived yet?
Where are you?
Posted by: Apache
Date: 10-11-2010 00:24:35
I dont even have to turn up in a gay sportscar now either :D

